
The Most Famous Guy Of All 

By Aarnout Helmich 

 

Perhaps the best-known player in the tournament is on the Dutch junior squad: Guillermo Pedro 

Herman Maria Mendes de León, Guy for friends. Grown up - with four sisters - in Hummelo, a village 

in the east of the Netherlands, with an almost equally famous neighbour: Ajax striker Klaas-Jan 

Huntelaar.  

Guy won the European U21 teams Championships in Tromsø, 2015. In 2016, he became second in 

the White House Junior internationals. After that, his partner Thibo and he are regular members of 

the Dutch junior team. If you still don’t know who I am talking about (I can’t imagine), just visit the 

Bridge Memes page on Facebook.  

Upon arrival in Amsterdam, Guy immediately lived up with his reputation: for the second year in a 

row, he won the pro-am patton on Sunday, teaming up with this tournament’s main sponsors, Max 

Abram and Herman Drenkelford, and Tom van Overbeeke. 

 

The Dutch junior team had an excellent first day of the tournament. This board contributed to their 

success. 

 
On most tables, the bidding went pass-1♣//1♥-2NT. Now west could find no other bid than 3NT, 

because 3♣ wouldn’t be natural. However, Thibo and Guy showed that, with some agreements, 

bidding slams is much easier.  

 

Thibo Guy 

Pass 1♣* 

1♥ 2♦* 

2NT* 3♣* 

3♠* 4♦* 

4♠* 4NT* 

5♦* 5♠* 

6♦* 7♣ 

Pass 



 

1♣: Dutch Doubleton: 2+crd ♣, normally forcing 

1♥: 7+, natural, could have longer diamonds 

2♦: either 18-20 balanced or a natural (16+) reverse 

2NT: showing any 6-4 or 4-6 distribution 

3♣: relay 

3♠: 4crd ♥, 6crd ♣ 

4♦: slam try for clubs (4♣ would set hearts as trumps) 

4♠: Last Train, club slam interest without heart control 

4NT: asking for keycards 

5♦: one keycard 

5♠: grand slam try, stronger than 5NT 

6♦: picture bid, showing the ♦K 

7♣: “this must be an easy contract” 

 

Now Guy knew Thibo’s hand. He knew it would be an excellent grand, as he could ruff dummy’s heart 

losers in hand. A well-deserved 14 imps to the Netherlands when the other table ended up in 3NT.  

 

In round 5 of the qualification, the Netherlands, who were leading the field, played against Denmark; 

this match was broadcast on BBO, a nice opportunity to watch our superstar. The first three boards 

were boring: 20 imps to Denmark, 10 to the Netherlands. Then this board hit the table: 

 
After east’s 1♦ opening, showing five cards in the suit, and south’s double, Thibo Sprinkhuizen’s 

confident jump to 3♦ put north under some pressure. He elected to bid 3♥, Guy raised the stakes 

a bit higher, and south decided it was enough. ♥3 (3rd best) was led, to king and ace. 

On the surface, declarer appears to lose two spades, a diamond, and probably two clubs. Then, in 

trick two, some magic happened: east played ♣5, south put in the nine, for ten and ace. When 

north played another heart, the only thing declarer had to do is finding the jack of diamonds. No 

problem for a player like Guy. He played diamonds from the top; south could shift to spades, but was 

too late: one spade loser from dummy disappeared on ♣8.  



 

 
The very next board, our hero was wide awake: after a 2♥ opening bid by south, showing four 

hearts and an unknown six-card in a minor, north’s 3♣ was pass-or-correct. Guy now bid 3NT, 

which turned out to be an interesting contract.  

South has a difficult lead, he chose to lead a club to east’s queen. Declarer proceded by playing the 

♦9 from hand, south ducking to preserve his possible entry, north won with the ♦10 and cleared 

the clubs. 

Now declarer faced an interesting problem. Hearts wouldn’t be running, so the diamond suit had to 

provide a couple of tricks. The ♠A should be with north and the diamonds should be no worse than 

4-2. Therefore, south’s distribution had to be 1-4-2-6, because north would have bid spades if he had 

a seven-card suit. 

Guy played ♥A, stripping north of his exit, then the ♦A, felling the king. He proceed with two 

rounds of diamonds, north coming on lead in this position: 

 



North had to break open the spades, so he played a small spade to west’s king, who could establish 

an extra spade trick, north even took that trick for plus one. However, if north had shifted to the ace 

of spades instead of a small one, dummy’s king-nine would have been in the way. ♠K should be 

unblocked to avoid being stuck in dummy and the next spade has to be taken with the queen. Now 

declarer can cash his diamond, but the count isn’t rectified for the squeeze. 

Declarer should have preserved an entry to hand by cashing the ♥K instead of the ace, or should 

have played spades himself. But when he escaped, he earned 10 imps for the Netherlands. The 

match ended in Netherlands 43 – 20 Denmark, meaning a fifth consecutive win for Guy’s squad. 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guillermo Pedro Herman Maria (Guy) 

Mendes de León 
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